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FOREWORD
This report, presented in three volumes, provides the results of a two-motor Delta Qualification
2 program conducted in 1993 to certify the following enhancements for incorporation into
Booster Separation Motor (BSM) flight hardware:
• Vulcanized-in-place nozzle aft closure insulation
• New iso-static ATJ bulk graphite throat insert material
• Adhesive EA 9394 for bonding the nozzle throat, igniter grain rod/centering insert/igniter case
• Deletion of the igniter adapter insulator ring
• Deletion of the igniter adapter/igniter case interface RTV
• Deletion of Loctite from igniter retainer plate threads.
The enhancements above directly resulted from (1) the BSM Total Quality Management (TQM)
Team initiatives to enhance the BSM producibility, and (2) the necessity to qualify new throat
insert and adhesive systems to replace existing materials that will not be available.
Testing was completed at both the component and motor levels. Component testing was
accomplished to screen candidate materials (e.g., throat materials, adhesive systems) and to
optimize processes (e.g., aft closure insulator vulcanization approach) prior to their incorporation
into the test motors. Motor testing -- consisting of two motors, randomly selected by USBI's on-
site quality personnel from production lot AAY, which were modified to accept the enhancements
-- were completed to provide the final qualification of the enhancements for incorporation into
flight hardware.
This report addresses the motor level test results, with summary discussions of the component
level testing where appropriate. Volume I discusses the results obtained from the Delta
Qualification 2 testing. Volume II details the environmental testing (vibration and shock)
conducted at Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) to which the motors were subjected prior to
static testing. Volume III provides various supporting documentation to Volumes I and II,
including the analyses and plans that governed the testing of the two Delta Qualification units.
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INTERNAL
CORRESPONDENCE
UNITED
TECHNOLOGIES
CHEMICAL
SYSTEM
TO:
FM:
RE:
CC:
DT:
NO:
REF:
L. MURPHY
I. LIZARDO
BSM TEMPERATURE CONDITIONING, UPDATE (COLD MOTOR)
R. HAMMOND, P. MELIA, W. HUFFERD, H. ZITZER, T. O'HAKA
October 15, 1993
IJL-14-93E
!) Internal CorresPondence, i. Lizardo to L. Murphy, "BSM
Temperature Conditioninc", Sept. 30, 1993, IJL-II-93E.
The two-dimensional heat transfer model, used in predicting the
mean bulk temperature of the propellant for the cold motor, was
updated by an additional heat flux source and the removal of an
extra heat loss term. The corrected plot is shown in Figure i.
The additional heat flux added to the model was the reflected
solar heat flux from the ground. This flux was applied to the
bottom half of the motor. The additional heat flux was calculated
from an assumed albedo value of 0.30, a calculated incident heat
flux {direct normal solar flux, I_, Reference i), and a solar
absorptivity value of 0.33 for the white paint. In other words
Heat Flux = _:h_, pa_n_ * albedo * direct normal solar flux
A correction was also made to the model. The present model had
two heat loss term:
i)
2)
T 4heat lossl = _ E_a11,1ow t,_p w,ll
T 4heat loss2 = _ E._all. solar wall
The first heat loss term (with the low temp emiss=0.81) above was
applied to the entire motor. The second heat loss term (solar
emiss=0.33) above, which was applied to the top half of the
motor, should not have been included. The corrected current model
eliminated the second heat loss term above.
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In summary, the additional heat flux and the elimination of the
second heat loss term above increased the meanbulk temperature of
the propellant by 0.61 ° for Tair=105°F, by 0.58 ° for Tair=85°F,
and by 0.56 _ for Tair=65°F.
I. Lizardo
Aerothermal
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USBI Company
P.O. Box 1900
Huntsville, AL 35807
Attention: Mr. Bob D. Noblin
Sr. Subcontract Administrator
Subject: BSM Temperature Conditioning Analysis
USBI IEWA 018333 Prime Contract
NAS8-36300, (CSD Project 559X)
Reference: A) USBI Ltr. TGH-074-93 dated 8 Sept. 93;
Subject: "BSM Temperature Conditioning
Thermal Analysis"
B) Telephone Conference on 14 Oct. 93 with;
D. Wencil (USBI), T. Hopper (USBI), D.
Wilson (Local USBI), B. Hammond (CSD), L.
Murphy (CSD), P. Melia (CSD), I. Lizardo
(CSD); Subject: "Modification of
Thermal Analysis"
In response to reference (A), Chemical Systems Division (CSD)
completed the subject analysis documented in Attachment I, which
was submitted to the USBI Program Management Office (PMO) on 1
October 1993 for review. The analysis was subsequently updated per
direction received in reference (B). The updated analyses,
documented in Attachment 2, was submitted to the USBI PMO on 18
October for review.
In accordance with subsequent verbal direction from the USBI PMO,
CSD hereby formally submits the subject analysis.
Unless directed otherwise, CSD considers this task complete with
this submission.
Should you have any questions, please contact Terry O'Hara, Program
Manager, at (408) 776-5841 or the undersigned at (408) 776-5334.
Very truly yours,
UNITED TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION
Chemical Systems Division
R. C. Russell, Jr.,
514
Contract Administrator
bcc: Attachments: B. Hammond, T. O'Hara, USBI-10 do_n, L. Murphy//
C. Sherlock (DCMO), D. Albee, File: 559X
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CORRESPONDENCE
UNITED
TECHNOLOGIE_
CHEMICAL
SYSTEM
TO :
FM:
RE :
CC:
DT :
NO :
MURPHY
S. LIZARDO
BSM ,__,1==_m- CONDITIONING
R. HAMMOND, P. MELIA, W. HUFFERD, H. ZITZER, T. O'HAkA
September 30, 1993
IJL-i!-93E
REF: "' 1989 ASHRAE [£_DBOOK, FUNDAMENTALS, !-P EDITION,
American Society of Heating, Refrigeration and Air
Conditioning Engineers, inc., 1989.
A thermal analysis was performed on the BSM to determine the mean
bulk temperature of the propellant while it is out of the
conditioning box for a maximum period of thirty minutes under
various thermal condi:ions. The propellant is considered out of
conditioning if the mean bulk temperature exceeds a temperature
difference of 5_F from the conditioned temperature within thirty
minutes. The out-of-conditioning thermal analysis was performed for
the following temperature conditions:
A. initial motor conditioning temperature = 20°F.
i. Tair = 105OF
2. Tair = 85°F
3. Tair = 65:F
5. initial motor conditioning temperature = 130°F.
I. Tair = 45_F
2. Tair = 65_F
3. Tair = 85°F
The results of the above analysis are shown in Figure 1 for cold
conditioned motor and in Figure 2 for the hot conditioned motor.
Analysis Procedure
A two-dimensional transient heat transfer analysis was performed on
the loaded BSM motor. The two-dimensional analysis was chosen over
a one-dimensional analysis because of the geometric shape of the ID
surface of the propeiian¢. The analysis consisted of applying an
external boundary condition to a two-dimensional finite element
model depicting the cross-section of a BSM loaded motor. The
commuter code that was used in the analysis is CSD's two-
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,_m_ns.onai heat transfer code, DOT. T_ is a general two-
dimensional planar or axisvmmetric finite element heat transfer
computer program, performing both steady-state and transient non-
linear heat transfer analysis, it uses anisotropic thermal material
properties that are a :,,_c__on of temperature and is caDabie of
handling time and temperature variant convective and radiative
boundary conditions; along with surface recession and impressed
_emper3cure boundary conditions. Besides generating nodal
_empera_ure histories, DOT also outputs the mean bulk temperature
of specified materials as a function of time.
Analysis Details
A two-dimensional planar finite element model, Figure 3, was
generated from the cross-sectlon of the BSM motor (Figure 4).
The model consisted cf propel!ant, liner, an aluminum case, and
cork as the external surface. The thermal properties for the above
mentioned materials are -isned in TABLE 2. A full cross-section
cf _he loaded motor was created for the capability of handling non-
slvmme_ric heating/coolinc.
The analysis was broken down into two phases. The first phase
consisted of heating a cold conditioned motor, while the second
phase consisted of ccoiing a hot conditioned motor. The ID surface
of the 9ropeilant for both phases was assumed to be adiabatic.
The ana!vsis for the f_=t mhase assumed that the initial
temperature of the loaded motor to be at 30°F. The external
boundary conditions cons=s_ed of solar radiation, free convective
heating and radiative heating with the surroundings. This phase of
the analysis was further broken down into three sub-phases based on
an air zemperature of IO5<F, 95_F, and 65_F. The changes in the
three air temperatures are reflected in the convective and
radiative heating to the surroundings. The solar radiation, however
is unaffected by the air temperature. The following assumptions
were made in determining the solar hea_ flux:
_. The hour angle was assumed to be zero, i.e. "_he time is
solar noon.
2. The month is May, when maximum insolation occurs (Reference
!).
3. The solar azimuth angle was assumed to be zero. In other
words, _he external surface of the motor case faces
directly into the sun.
4. The local insolanion was applied equally to quadrants ! and
2, the top half of the motor, but was adjusted as a
function of the -i!t angle. The tilt angle being defined as
-he angle between -he surface normal and the horizontal.
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Figure 3. Finite Element Model
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Figure 4. Cross-sec_lon, loaded case
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The above assumptions gives the worst possible local solar
radiation heat flux for the summer months. Chapter 27 of Reference
I was used as the basis for calculating the local incident solar
radiation heat flux. The local incident solar heat flux was
calculated using the following equation:
_N cos @
where :
r
e
= direct normal solar flux
= angle of incidence between incoming solar rays and
line normal to the surface.
The direct normal solar flux was calculated with the following
equation:
_DN =
A
exp(---%--_ 1
sin _"
where:
A
B
$
= apparent solar radiation at air mass=0, (TABLE i)
= atmospheric extinction coefficient (TABLE I)
= solar altitude above the horizontal (degrees)
The solar altitude, 2, is calculated as follows:
sin _ = cos L cos 6 cos H _ sin L sin 6
where:
L = Latitude (37.25 _ CSD location)
5 = solar declination (TABLE i)
H = hour angle (=0, solar noon)
Based on the above emuations, the direct normal solar flux was
calculated to be 285.06 BTU/hr-ft 2. The angle on incidence, 9, was
calculated using the following e cgaation:
cos @ = cos _ cos y sin _ + sin _ cos
where:
7
= solar altitude
= surface solar azimuth {=0, facing directly into the
sun).
= tilt angle of the surface.
The tilt angle was calculated for each of the external finite
element surface that was exposed to the solar heat flux and
inputted into the 2-D finite element heat transfer code as a
multiplication factor, with the direct normal solar flux inputted
522
as the source flux. The external surface of the cork was assumed t(
be covered with white paint. The solar absorptivity and solar
emissivity for white paint was assumed to be 0.33.
Radiative :lux, due to the surroundings, was applied on a=. the
external surface elements. The source temperature for thermal
radiation was assumed to be the same as the air temperature. The
whi=e paint was assumed to have an absorptivity and emissivity
value cf 0.81.
Ccnvective heat transfer was applied on all external surface
elements. A heat transfer coefficient of 3 BTU/hr-ft=-=F was used,
simulating a very windy day. The air temperature was used as the
source temperature for heating the cold motor.
The external boundary condition for the second phase, out-of-
conditioning for the hot conditioned motor <T=_a_=i30°F), used the
same boundary conditions that was discussed above for the first
phase except that no solar heat flux was applied to the external
surface of the motor.
Figure i shows the mean bulk temperature history of the propellant
for the cut-of-conditioning cold motor (T_al=20°F) . The figure
shows that the worst case occurs when the air temperature is at
105°F. The mean bulk temperature of the prope!lan_ will reach 25.5°F
an 30 minutes which is still within the _pecification limit of 30°F
maximum.
The results for the out-of-conditioning hot motor (T:_:_=i30°F) are
shown in Figure 2. The figure shows that the worst case occurs when
the air temperature is at 45_F. The mean bulk temperature of the
propellant will reach 124.8=F at 30 minutes which is also within
the specification limit of 12O°F minimum.
!. Lizardo <J x4349
Aerothermal
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TABLE 1
Solar Constants
(From Reference i)
Mon=h
JAN
FEB
MAR
APR
MAY
JLq_
JUL
AUG
SEP
OCT
NOV
DEC
Declination
.idemrees)
-20.0
-10.8
0 0
!I 6
2O 0
23 45
2O 6
12 2
0 0
-i0 5
-19 8
-23 45
A
'_BTU/hr- ft_
390
385
376
360
35O
345
344
351
365
378
387
391
0.142
0 144
0 156
0 180
0 196
0 205
0 207
0 201
0 177
0 160
0 149
0 142
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TABLE 2
THE _MAL PROPERTIES
PROPELL_ANT
Density = 0.0649 ibm/in }
Temperature
0.0
2oo.o
BTU/min-in-:F!
3.652E-4
3.652E-4
Sp. Ht.
0.298
0.298
LINER
Density = 0.044092 !bm/in _
TemPerature (:F)
0.0
94.0
131.0
K BTU/min- in-=F!
2.333E-4
2.333E-4
2.264E-4
SD. Ht. (BTU/Ibm-_F}
0.361
0.361
0.380
ALU_I}VJM CASE
Density= 0.i01 lb/in _
Temperature /:m_
0 . 0
77.0
100.0
200.0
BTU/min-in-=F}
0.1218
0.1248
0.1260
0.1302
Sp. Ht. (BTU/ibm-°F)
0.193
0.202
0.204
0.2i3
COR!
Density= 0.0177 ibm/in _
Temperature (°F)
O. 0
400.0
K 'BTU,/min- in-=F!
5.556E-5
5.556E-5
Sp. Ht. (BTU/Ibm-_F}
0.470
0.470
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AVOID VERBAL ORDERS
To: T. V. O'Hara
From: B. S. Hammond
Co: R.C. Russell
Subject: BSM Thermal Analysis
Date: 1 October 1993
File: BH-099-93
Tim Hopper called back this morning and said "please hold our formal response for a few
clays which will allow USBI analytical people to review Mr. Lizardo's letter. Furthermore,
the faxed letter is being viewed by USBI as compliance to our agreed 1 October 1993
submittal date."
R. C. has no problem with this issue from a Contracts perspective after I explained the
situation to him.
So, CSD is to wait for USBI to review/comment on Lizardo's letter, return comments or
concerns to CSD, CSD to make changes if necessary or submit the letter formally.
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°.*
UNITED
TECHNOLOGIES
CHERICAL
SYSTEM
L_ MURPHY
I. LIZARDO
BSM TEMPERATURE CONDITIONING, UPDATE (COLD MOTOR)
R. HAMMOND, P. MELIA, W. HUFFERD, H. Z_TZER, T. O'HARA
Octobe_ 15, 1993
IJL-14-93E
L] Internal Correspondence, I. Lizardo to L. Murphy, "SAM
Temperature Conditioning", Sept. 30, 1993, IJL-II-%3E.
"o two-dlmensional heat transfer model, used in predicting the
_n bulk temperature of the propellant for the cold motor, was
_da_ed by an additional heat flux source and the removal of an
,_ra heat loss term. The corrected plot is shown in Figure i.
_e additional heat flux added to the model was the reflected
_la_ heat flux from the ground. This flux was applied to the
teem half of the motor. The additional heat flux was calculated
.om an assumed albedo value of 0.30, a calculated incident heat
_ux (d_rect normal solar flux, ID,, Reference I), and a solar
iorpt.vity value of 0.33 fo_ the white paint. In other words
Heaz ?lux - _h_o p,i,_ * albedo * direct normal solar flux
cor_et:tion was also made to the model. The p_eient model had
_o hea_ loss term:
i) heat lossl - cr liw,_,lo, t._ T4w._1
2) heat loss2 - = _,._i, .oZ,, T4,.Iz
_e first heat loss te=m (with the low te=p omlss-0.81) above was
_piled to the entire motor. The second hea_ lose te_m (solar
aiss=0.33) above, which was applied to the top half of the
_or, should not have been included, The corEected current model
__ _minated the second heat los_ term above.
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to L. Murphy
fm P. Melia
cc W. Hufferd
re BSM Plating Flake Heating Analysis
dt March 18, 1993
no PFM-OT-93-E
A thermal analysis was performed to evaluate the heating of a thin layer of plating
removed from the adaptor at the narrow annular region around the igniter base. The new
plating is a 0.2 to 0.4 mil zinc/nickel alloy in the ratio of approximately 85/15. The
previous plating was a 0.3 to 0.5 rail cadmium layer. The melting point of cadmium is
610 F, that of zinc is 788 F. Allowing for alloying effects suggests that melting points
of about 600 and 700 F, respectively, will be representative of the cadmium and
zinc/nickel alloy platings.
Previous thermal analyses, as well as test experience, indicate that both these
temperatures are reached during motor operation. The present analysis addresses the
heating of the removed layer as it transitions the motor.
THERMAL MODEL ASSUMPTIONS:
ID modeling
.0004 inch "flake" heated from both sides (except as noted)
convective and radiative heating
surface absorptivity varied 0.3 to 0.6
flake velocity equal to half chamber gas velocity
gas velocity goes from zero at forward end to M = 0.04 at aft end
flake residence time in chamber approximately .06 seconds, in nozzle less
than .001 seconds
Bartz heat transfer correlation for HTC, (a somewhat arbitrary model but
it has a small effect)
radiation from AL2_O 3 correlation
initial flake temperature equals 700 F (except as noted)
nickel properties used as reported for room temperature with estimated
perturbed values at higher temperatures (K, Cp, density).
1
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In the courseof the analysis, it becameapparent that, under best estimateassumptions
of absorptivity, all of the flake vaporizes abruptly at some point in the chamber.
However, under the assumptionof worst case, low heating estimateof lowest possible
flakeabsorptivity, the temperatureis abovethe normal boiling point but doesnot produce
a vapor pressuregreaterthan local total chamberpressure. Since the generatedpressure
of the metal vapor is thus far, far abovethe partial pressureof the metal in the product
speciesgas, there is a significant tendencyfor diffusive lossof material from the surface.
It is difficult to predict these "evaporation" rates analytically and so an alternative
evaluation criteria was used.
The particle residencetime in the nozzle is so short (order of 0.001 seconds)that little
additional heatingoccurs. The static pressuredrops very rapidly however, and reaches
the vapor pressure of the flake at which time the whole flake vaporizes. Thus, the
mechanismfor abrupt vaporization of the flake canoccur two ways. In thechamber, the
flake temperaturerises until the metal vapor pressureequals the chamber pressure. In
the nozzle, the local pressuredrops until it reachesthe vapor pressureof the flake at
chambertemperatures.
The temperaturegradients within the tiny flake are so small (about 0.001 degree) that
essentiallyall the zinc is lost at once. suggestingthat breakupof the flake is likely at this
point, although not consideredin the model.
THERMAL ANALYSIS RESULTS
An initial baseline thermal model was run that was felt to be conservatively low in
predicting temperature of the flake. Several parametric variations were also run to
determine the sensitivity of the model to the basic assumptions. These are each
represented by a transient temperature history plot, figures 1 through 5, and summarized
in table I.
The baseline conservative predicted response is shown in figure 1. Even in this
conservative model, the flake exceeds the one atmosphere boiling point of zinc halfway
down the chamber. Because the temperature gradients are small and flake sizes small,
material properties have little effect. Most common metal properties give results within
10 % of those quoted.
Although no model was made for a cadmium flake, it's response would be very similar.
The cadmium flake would melt off at only 600 instead of 700 F, but would also boil
about 250 degrees cooler so that the vaporization for the slightly thicker cadmium flake
would occur at about a comparable region within the chamber or nozzle. This would be
true even if the actual absolute velocities and heating rates differ from those in the present
model. The main difference is that only 85% of the zinc alloy vaporizes at this point
leaving a 15 % residue as initially solid nickel that is likely to melt later in the chamber.
Figure 2 shows that the results are not greatly changed even if the alloy flake comes off
immediately upon ignition at room temperature for some assumed but unidentified reason.
2
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Radiation is the principle modeof heat transferand remainsso unlessthe flake velocity
is assumedto be so small that the residence time becomesvery long in which case
everything goes to vapor at chamber stagnation temperature. This causesthe flake
surface absorptivity and emissivity to be the principle uncertainty in the model. A
conser_'ativelylow value of 0.3 wasusedfor eachof thesein the first two runs. When
a more realistic valueof 0.6 was used,the final temperaturecameout over 1000degrees
higher as shown in
figure 3.
The principle remaining uncertainty waswhether the effects of a large flat flake "rolling
up" into a ball or else "breaking up" into many pieces would change the transient
temperaturehistory significantly. Thesepossibilitieswereevaluatedandshownin figures
4 and5, respectively. The roll up model assumeda flake ten times aswide asthick, i.e.,
0.004 by 0.004 by 0.0004, would roll up into a sphere. A model with the equivalent
resultantsurface-to-volumeratio was then run and shown to reach 2728 insteadof 2891
F (for absorptivity left at thevalue of 0.6). A muchsmaller size "broken up" piecewas
also run and found to reach 3015 F. Both of thesemodelsassumedthe thicker, or else
the smaller, pieceof materialstartedat time zero in the larger or smaller condition. Still
the effect on final temperaturewassmall.
CONCLUSIONS
l , Surface absorptivity of the molten alloy is the principle uncertainty but does not
change the overall conclusion about vaporization of the flake.
2. Radiation is the dominant heat transfer.
3. Convection is a minor effect.
4. Thermal gradients within flake are negligible.
, Shape, and to a considerable degree, size of the flake or particle do not have a
strong effect on temperature response.
6. Other material thermal properties (K, Cp, density) are not critical.
7. Initial flake temperature has little effect.
8. "Rollup" or "break up" of flake do not change temperature history greatly.
o Flake residence time is a significant factor but, again, generally does not change
the conclusions about characteristic vaporization of the zinc and cadmium and non-
vaporization of the nickel. The exceptions would be if the flake velocities are
made either very low, in which case everything vaporizes, or very nearly equal to
the gas velocity, which usually requires that the particles be reduced to sizes more
nearly equal to those of the aluminum and aluminum oxide fuel particles.
3
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vThe basic conclusion is that the largest tlaKe ot caclmmm or zinc alloy t_om vaporize at
the aft end of the chamber or in the nozzle or, at worst case, just past the exit plane of
the nozzle. Only the worst case, least severe heating models, show the flake lasting into
the nozzle, although even in these it is above the normal boiling point (vapor pressure
equal to one atmosphere). The rapid pressure drop of the gas passing through the nozzle
guarantees that the hot flake will flash over to vapor during the expansion. The zinc
alloy leaves a residual 15% nickel behind after the 85% zinc vaporizes nearly
simultaneously.
Even assuming an initial flake that is 25 times as wide and 25 times as long as it is thick,
with maximum plating thickness, that survived the 85% vaporization process, and that
the residual nickel somehow, even though it may be a solid not a liquid immediately after
the zinc vaporization, managed to coalesce; even then only a 2 mil (50 micron) diameter
particle would be produced.
. _ 7 .
Peter F. Melia, Chief
Aerothermal Analysis
ba
Atts.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
____,o..z_.. = _ ___= _= _as:_= eccxv adheslve used _o _o_d BSM <hrcazs
and _cn'zers _EAgi3NA/L-3 _ is bein_ _= .... : "
_ ,_ _ , .... _._nue@ by the
manufacturer. This report de_ai!s the aczivities performed to
cuai_fy a .... =cemen_ as ou_iined in ,,c-- _=ST PLAN FOR
QUALIFI .... _' C,= REPLACEMENT SYSTEMS FOR EAgi3NA/L-3 dated 3 _=
93. A candidate adhesive was chosen by USBI to evaluate against
_" _ r,n_ baseline material. The candidate adhesive tested ,s_ Dexte
Hysol's EA9394. When tested side-by-side with the baseline
EAgI3NA/L-3 product, the EA9394 system has proven to be an
acceptab ",= _=piacement material,
2
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-._ INTRODUCTION
Dexter Hvsol will discontinue production of EA913NA/L-3 adhesive
system cue t_ lack cf avaiiability of a key ingredient (2,4
diaminoanisoie) in _= 1 _ _,_
..... c . aromatic amine curatlve comDonen:
- 3. _:s adhes_" = system is c ....... _v
..... v_ . ....... " being used in BSM closure
anc :_nzter assem_iies. .h_ aDm!icab!e mrocess specification _=
SEI97Z "Adhesive Bonding, Nozzle and igniter Assemblies" There
is no existina, ma_=_:a_: specification
A previous iitera=ure study identified 7 adhesives proposed for
use in similar applications. These were ranked based on a
comparison of manu: _-' = '
_a_.ur_r s stated bond strengths, pot _ '==
viscosities, and whether materials were in full production and
_ " .... =,_ons comDieted for any aerospace applications.
Cf these, the dominant candidates were: Hyso!'s LP880i, B.F.
Goodrich's EL2995, and 3M'S EC2216 B/A gray. The B.F. Goodrich
groducts Derformance was acceptable but eliminated because of its
!imized pot life (90 minutes). 3M's product was eliminated
because of its slightly lower shear strengths and limited (90
minute) ecz life. The Hysol LP880! an EAg!3NA base material)
was CSD's choice to evaluate against EAgI3NA/L-3 in a side-by-
side cuaiification test.
Test sians were draft=d by _S_,, USBi and NASA to evaluate a
remiacemen5 for the EAgi3NA/L-3 system. From these three plans,
USBi created a fourth and final oian -.o evaluate EA9394 adhesive
as the re_iacemen: material. CSD was contracted Co execute this
clan.
This reccr= outlines the activities which took place as described
in the USBI TEST PLAN" FOR QUALIFICATION OF REPLACEMENT SYSTEMS
FOR EAgLONA/L-3 dated 3-!9-93. CSD's Materials and Process
-cineerinm croup Derfcrmed a I _ specimen fabrication and testinm
ac_,v.__es-__-: of "_.n=s_exercise following practices established in
the test _ian and outlined in detailed work instructions. CSD
cua_'z-v ccn"_-i and _==ident USBI cuaiitv were present for
specific operations as required by the work instructions.
2.0 TEST OBJECTIVES AND SUCCESS CRITERIA
The primary objective cf this program is to qualify a new
adhes_ = =m to
. __D_ac_ EAgI3NA/L-3 on_v_ svst_.. = " = the booster separation
motors. The igniter rinc insulator has been deleted from the
mozcr desimn and the aft closure insuiatcr bond system will be
chanaed to a direc= vulcanization process and addressed in
another Lest _!an m_= _=stina des _ "
. ...... . c._see in this plan will
_uaiifv a replacement adhes _ =
_ _ .v_ system fs. the graphite throat to
the aft closure bond, the glass phenolic insert to igniter
housing and igniner grain rod bonds, and the repair of the NBR
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insulator to closure bond.
The success criteria was iden:ified ss tha: if the side-bv-s!de
zestino of :ne new system aoa_nst the old __v_a_s emual :_ _r
bert =_ _ -" wil _ be_ na_. results, the EA9394 mac =_=, : successful.
There is no success criteria _ _=__ t.._ reoair bond.
A secondary c_jective is _o _ua,__f_ a soivent/c!eane_ system
m_ny_ ethyl ke__cne
(MEK) . The surface Dre_ara:ion for =-'" bonds use one -__ both cf
the two soon to be restricted solvents. This cbj =_-_= will
qualify an environmentally friendly cleaner to be used as a
surface cleaner in preparation for bonding with the new adhesive
system. The success c _-__e_.a_ for "_-=.....objective will be "_=
success of the new adhesive system, w.h=-.... creoared_. usinm_ the new
-] eaner _s_
2.0 TEST PROCEDURES
3.i TEST CONFIGURATION
Three categories of specimens were fabricated for this test,
Baseline, Candidate and Aging specimens. Baseline test specimens
were Drocessed for each substrate combination to represent how
hardware is built today. Candidate s_ecimens were processed
identicaiiv to the Baseline specimens except the candidate
adhesive system (EA9394) and two env!ronmen_a!ly friendly
cleaners (Jettacin and Reveille) were used in replacement of TCA.
Aging specimens were processed identically to the candidate
specimens.
The subscrate combinations we _=__ isosta:ic molded ATJ c.=cnl.__-_=
bonded to 7075-T6 conversion coated aluminum to reDresenc the
_ap,._ at-zo-aiuminum closure bond Glass phenol{c bonded
:o 304L massivated stainless steel sDecimens represen: <he
igniter housing-to-phenolic insert and phenolic insert-to-igniter
train _ _
_ ,o, bonds. NBR rubbe.-co-7075-T6 conversion coated
aluminum peel specimens represent :he repair interfaces of the
now vulcanized aft insulator to cicsure bond.
The substrate combinations were tested in tension Iref. ASTM
D20G:), with _ 5 inch diameter _=-_' "
..... _=.w=se zensiie specimen
ceometries, shear {ref. ASTM D3164), with single 1.0 scuare inch
sandwich ove _ = =_ wi_h !.0_aps o_om .... es, and peel (ref. ASTM D903},
inch wide 180 ° _eei_ specimens_ c_ome= -_=s.
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3.2 TEST CONDITION AND ACTIVITIES
_ bondin_ and testing ..... _ -_ ___=t~o_.s occurre _ between 62 and 72_F
and 48 and 64% relative humidity. Shear -ensiie and peel
specimens were tested at 75-/-5°F an/ 13$.,'-5°F. Shear and peel
specimens were soaked at "20°F _o _ fourteen to seventeen ....
just Drier _-1 _° test ; -
_n_ and fla {==tw.__ tensile specimens :or
twenty three to twenty five minutes as determined by a
thermocoupie assembled into the " _=-=Don ...... of a sacrificial
specimen cf each geometry.
Surface preparation _- -,,=
_ _ tec...l.__s were as =s!iows:
BASELINE SAMPLE PREPA/KATION (EAgI3NA/L-3);
ATJ GRAPHITE: Graphite faying surfaces were hand abraded with
z00 crit emery _amer "_=- wiped wi _ clean RymD]= cloth dampened
with Isopropyi alcohol.
;LLUM!NI/M: Aluminum = _ ' _ = we _=
_ay_ng sur.ac_s _ hand abraded with 60-80
grit emery paper, then wiped with clean Rympie cloth dampened
with i,i,_ _.__nloroethan_.
PHENOLIC: Phenol _
.c laying surfaces were cleaned using clean
Rympie cloth dampened with ",I,i trich!croethane, then, hand
abraded with 400 grit emery paper, and then wiped dry with Rymp!e
cloth.
STAINLESS STEEL: Steel laying surfaces were cleaned using clean
RymDie_ cloth dampened, wl_,-_ .,,,___ _ trich!oroethane.
CANDIDATE SAMPLE PREPARATION (EA9394);
ATJ SRAPHITE: Graphite laying surfaces were hand abraded with
400 cri= emery paper, then cleaned wi_h clean Rympie c!ozh
dampened wlth isopropyi alcohol, followed immediately by a dry
wi_e with a clean Rympie c!o=h.
ALUM.INZ/M: Aluminum laying surfaces were wiped with clean Rymple
cloth dampened with Jettacin c±ean ..... _owed by a clean Rympie
cloth dampened with deionized water, immediately following the
wa:er wipe a dry wipe was performed with clean dry Rymp!e cloth.
Then the surfaces were hand abraded with 60-80 grit emery paper
followed by a wiDinm with clean Rym.pie sloth dampened with
Reveille cleaner. Finally, this step was immediately followed by
a dr}' _ _? = lean " RvmDle c_o _W.D-.._ C C _r_, ' . _ . ....
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_n-_,,,__=_: ,,,e ...... rav:nz surfaces _-__ wiped cw_,n lean R,2m,,_l e
.cloth dampened with Reveil_e cleaner, followed immediatei,, by a
dr,.. wide with clean dr}" Ryvm.pi=_ c!o_h. The su__-,=c_s_ were then
hand amraded wi-_h 60-280 _ri-__ em___=_' _a_er followed by a wi_inz
with clean Rye, pie cloth _- -=_="" " a=m__._a with =_ { 7 _ -" :-R_ ze_,=e cleaner r lna..v,
this s-em was immediately f-iiowed hv a dr'/ wiping of c l=a _ _,,
Ri_r.pie cloth.
STAINLESS STEEL: Stainless =-==_ favinz surfaces were wiDed with
clean Rympie cloth dampened with Reveille cleaner, followed
imme__,= -
-,=._ly by a dry wipe with clean _rv Rympie cloth.
NBR RUBBER: Rubber faying surfaces were wiped with clean Rymple
cloth dampened with Isopropy! alcohol.
All .... faces were allowed _o a _ dry
.... "_ minutes minimum prior to
appiicati _ o: adhesive but not -_- =_ than 4..... _c_ 5 minutes.
3.3 TEST SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
All =iatwise tensile, shear and peel specimens were tested on a
model _25 • -_ _ =.. _ns_._n Tensile Tester mac.__n_. A crosshead
separation rate of 0.05 inches per minutes was used for all tests
but -_=..__peel __ests where 12.C inches .Der minutes was used. A
chart speed of 0.2 to 0.5 inches per minute was used depending on
which crosshead speed was used• Digital digicators were used to
monitor test temperatures. Humidity was monitored for ambien_
zests only.
4.C SUMMARY OF RESULTS
Baseline vs candidate -"-_-,_ - - _- _{• =±u .......m-_o c_=m.._te in shear and f_atwise
nensiie; data, from tables ! and 2, indicate that at 75°F the two
adhesives are stronger than -he _=, grap ..... subs_rate. At 130 °_ the
_an___=_=__--- indicates a 7% strength_ decrease for shear and an
undete _ ' =_ - .m_n__ change for fiazwise from the 75°F data. The i20 °=
flazwise specimens that failed at the secondary bond do not
evaiuase the primary aiuminum-to-graphite bond. Therefore we
only know that the primary bond is greater than this data. it is
suspected that the secondary bond (EA9394) for this set of
specimens should have been allowed to cure longer at room
temperatures. The allowed cure for -_
,.._s set was 4.5 days prior
to zeszinc, all other secondary bonds cured for 8 to i0 days.
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Baseline vs. candidate stainless_steel-to-glass phenolic in shear and
flatwise tensile: data, from tables 3 and 4, indicate that at 75 dog F the
candidate adhesive (EA 9394 ) has a 13 % shear strength increase and
in flat'wise tensile a 3 % decrease in bond strength. At 130 dog F, the
two adhesives show the candidate adhesive exhibits a 6 % decrease in
shear strength but equal in the flat'wise tensile strength.
Candida-= .........._-_ ._R rubber-,o-aluminu_, in pee_;_ data _rom= table
5 =ndica=es =nat a= 75°F there is a 42% variability between
panels an= at =30 °= _h___ is a 29% variability. A true
represen<=__on of the surfaces on a insulator-to-closure unbond
created under iabcradcry condi=ions for test specimen fabrication
purposes is very di==icu!t to reproduce. The surface preparation
chosen for this evaiua=ion was the same for the insulator-to-
closure bonding operation. Because i= is not prac=icabie %0
abrade =no surfaces cf an unbond i= was chosen not =o aDrade the
rubber surface of the De_I.-_ panels . "',, is suspected that the
surface preparation cf the rubber (isopropyi aiconol wl_e only!
was _- " ==_ _
,..su .... lent for removing release agents which may have been
transferred from the press molding process. Even with the data
variability, the lowest value obtained (=1.6 pii) is well above
the desicn minimum for rubber-to-aluminum bonds.
Candidate acin= specimens in shear. Tables 6 and 7 have been
inzen==cnaily !eft blank for USBI to fill in a_ the conclusion cf
each aclng interval. CSD fabricated the aging specimens which
USBI will age and _est at their facilities.
5.C CONCLUSIONS
Test data shows, :he candidate adhesive EA9394 is equivalent to
the EAgL2NA/L-3 adhesive. When comparing _he parameters of the
two svszems for bond strengths in shear, flatwise tensile, and
peel at two _est temperatures neither system is predomanace!y
superlcr cr inferior in any single category.
The secondary bond failures observed in the flagwise tensile
specimens was contributed to an insufficient cure. As a result
ef this test, it should be noted that to reach greater than 2000
_si streng=hs, room temperature cured (coprocess lap shear
Daneis?) specimens should see 8 to i0 days of cure minimum prior
=o =es=ing. The possibility for poor surface preparation was
ruled ou= because the secondary bond failed cohesively within the
EA9394 adhesive.
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Poe _ _ _ is _-_ k..-= - Zo - ' == sane_ data scatte_ a_._ .__e surface prepara_Lcn c
the NBR ruDDer substra_e. The only proven preparation _cr
cieanLng rubber with _'_ .... iy __e.___onme ._al friendly eaners is the
technizue use/ cn "B-staged" insuia .... _o-closure vulcanization
=-" ''_ " " be reduced by utilizincbonds. Peel panel var.=m==.ty cou__ . _
Rev_4 "_= cleaner and hand a_radinc.
Env '_-- =-'-liyl_m_._= friend!v soiven=s and the EA9394 adhesive were
evaluated for cualifi - -4. - =_=_
_ _a.._n _og ...... _n this plan. It is very
difficult to discern cause of data scatter when plans contain
mu,_._.e variables data d ==_ences seen an this summary
may be attributed to variations in cleaning processes (on
relatively small pieces of material substrates), as well as
adhes_v=_ _ variability. Fo __ examDie_ , a Reveille cleaner dry time
constraint of 20 minutes minimum and 45 minutes maximum may not
be optimum when fabricating laDoratcry test specimens in order %0
muali#__ .: a _D_odu'"ion-__ scale .process. When incorporating these
cleaners _ --n._ production i= may be necessary to adjust dr}, =imes
_o suit the actual part geometry and process flow.
6.0 RECOMMENDATIONS
Zt is recommended that EA9394 adhesive system be used for BSM
s-_ ..... _-_ and nonstructura! bonds as described in this test
repot=.
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TABLE #i
BASELINE AND CANDIDATE INDIVIDUAL DATA SUMMARY
ALUMINUM-ATJ GRAPHITE-ALUMINUM IN SHEAR
TEST TEMP QF
ADHESIVE
INDIVIDUAL VALUES
75 130
EA913NA/L-3 EA9394 EAgI3NA/L-3 EA9394
563 528 657 507
522 519 588 497
577 498 754 477
_69 _03 _. 465
579 442 661 394
557 515 641 468
5_9 E28 678 5iC
589 538 761 473
634 560 636 447
579 518 663 484
AVERAGE 576 515 665 472
STD DIV 28 31 55 34
FAILURE MODES COH : COH ADH/COH : COH/ADH
No:es: _ _n = 100% cohesive wlzn_n -he substrate (graphite).
Failures occurred near _= adhesive bondiine.
2. ADH/COH = Predominant _'_y =a.,_s_ve-'_=_ failure, between the
adhesive and the aluminum, and partial cohesive, within
the graphite substrate.
__n/ADH z_=_ _ _<_ cshesive zaz_ure, wi=hin• = . _ m,nan .;
=he graphite, and parziai adhesive failure bezween the
aluminum and the adhesive.
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TABLE #2
BASELINE AND CANDIDATE INDIVIDUAL DATA SUMMARY
ALUMINUM-ATJ GRAPHITE-ALUMINUM IN FLATWISE TENSILE
TEST TEMP °F 75 130
ADHESIVE EA913NA/L-3 EA9394 EAI3NA/L-3 EA9394
INDIVIDUAL VALUES 3113 4103 3282 1669
4131 3650 2999 2264
4244 4131 3056 1188
2830 "6_,_ 3113 2037
4216 3226 3022 1585
4726 37 _ ,_ 2547 1443
'_03 39 _= 2739 2264
4359 2801 3113 2943
40!8 2603 3339 2066
4018 2971 2632 1868
AVERAGE 3976 3472 2984 1932
STD DIV 572 542 265 501
FAILURE MODES COH " COH - COH " SEC :
Notes: _. _OH = 100% c_heslve within :he substrate (graphite)
2. SEC = Secondary bond failure.
12
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TABLE #3
BASELINE AND CANDIDATE INDIVIDUAL DATA SUMMARY
STEEL-GLASS PHENOLIC-STEEL IN SHEAR
TEST TEMP OF
ADHESIVE
IND_V._U_ VALUES
75 130
EAgI3NA/L-3 EA9394 EA913NA/L-3 EA9394
437 778 561 762
466 744 493 547
698 7!6 463 392
661 732 554 371
607 833 60 = 410
601 771 635 354
690 705 445 669
672 638 604 314
758 965 586 693
585 535 577 692
AVERAGE 618 742 552
STD DIV !02 114 64
FAILURE MODES ADH : ADH/COH _ ADH _
52O
171
ADH/ADH
No=es: " . A_I, specimens failed near the adhesive bondline
2. ADH = 100% adhesive failure between the adhesive and
glass mhenoiic subs=ra<e.
:. ADH/COH = Predominantly adhesive failure, benween the
adhesive and the glass phenolic substrate and partial
cohesive, within the glass phenolic.
4. L_H/ADH = Predominantly adhesive failures, between
the adhesive and the glass phenolic substrate and
par<ial adhesive, between the adhesive and the steel.
13
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TABLE #4
BASELINE AND CANDIDATE INDIVIDUAL DATA SUMMARY
STEEL-GLASS PHENOLIC-STEEL IN FLATWISE TENSILE
TEST TEMP °F
ADHESIVE
-_'_'___._ VALUES
75 130
EA913NA/L-3 EA9394 EA913NA/L-3 EA9394
1528 1358 905 , , 849
1217 1556 990 821
1641 650 _ 1075 • 1217
1387 1528 _ 1160 962
1415 1273 1075 1217
1443 1528 1075 1217
1500 1585 1075 1132
1556 158 = 1132 990
1613 1415 962 990
1684 !302 1104 1047
AVERA__ 1498 1459 1055 1044
STD DIV 139 124 79 148
FAILURE MODES ADH : COH _ ADH 2 COH 3
Notes: _. All specimens failed near the adhesive bondline•
2, ADH = 100% adhesive failure between the adhesive and
glass phenolic substrate.
3. SSH = i00% cohesive within the glass phenolic
substrate.
4 Data not included _- averace
14
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TABLE #5
BASELINE AND CANDIDATE INDIVIDUAL DATA SUMMARY
ALUMINUM-N'BR RUBBER IN PEEL
PANEL#/TEST TEMP OF 1/75 2/75 1/130 _ 2/130
ADHESIVE EA9394 EA9394 EA9394 EA9394
18.9 36.6 44.9 58.6
14.2 3'2.0 79.8 74._
12.9 24.7 91.1 51.2
16.2 20.0 81.7 44.4
11.6 20.0 79.2 52.9
INDIVIDUAL VALUES
" _ "- i4.8 26.3 .- _:.2A?_RA=: 75 : ""
STD EIV 2.8 7 _ 17 7 _" !
FAiLL_E _.....i_== ADH _ ADH _ COH _ ADH
Notes: _. Specimens <ore <within the rubber) approx. 1/4 inch
before test was stopped due tc reaching maximum
extension of the crosshead. These data are peak values
at time Lesz was stopped.
2. All specimens failed near the adhesive bondline.
2. ADH = 100% adhesive :aiiure between the adhesive and
rubber subs_ra_e.
4. COH = 100% cohesive, within the rubber substrate.
15
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TABLE #6
AGING INDIVIDUAL DATA SUMMARY
ALUMINUM-ATJ GRAPHITE-ALUMINITM IN SHEAR
YEARS OF AGING
ADHES IVE
INDIVIDUAL _=_
AVERAGE
STD DIV
FAILURE MODES
1 (1994) 2 (1995) 3 (1996) 4 (1997)
EA9394 EA9394 EA9394 EA9394
2
3
4
m
6
7
S
C
YEARS OF AGING
ADHE S IVE
INDIVIDUAL VALUES
AVERAGE
STD D IV
FAILURE MODES
5 (1998)
EA9394
2
'Z
4
6
7
8
9
i0
6 (1999)
EA9394
7 (2000)
EA9394
8 (2001)
EA9394
16
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TABLE #7
AGING INDIVIDUAL DATA SUMMARY
STEEL-GLASS PHENOLIC-STEEL IN SHEAR
YEARS OF AGING
ADHESIVE
-_,_-_,_-- VALUES
AVERAGE
S_ DIV
FAIL%_E MODES
1 (1994) 2 (1995) 3 (1996) 4 (1997)
EA9394 EA9394 EA9394 EA9394
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
i0
YEARS OF AGING
ADHESIVE
INDIVIDUAL VALUES
AVERAGE
STD DIV
FAILURE MODES
5 (1998)
EA9394
i
2
3
4
c.
6
7
8
9
I0
6 (1999)
EA9394
7 (2000)
EA9394
8 (2001)
EA9394
17
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BACKGROUND
A review of 'new' isomolded ATJ (TS 1792) material property data from two
independent characterization test activities (Castor 1988 versus ATACMS 1992)
shows differences in properties that exceed typical variations for this grade of bulk
graphite. The manufacturer, Union Carbide, attributes the differences in properties to
a higher graphitization temperature for the later chronological lots which were the
source of the ATACMS material. According to Union Carbide, the higher
graphitization temperature for the ATACMS material is consistent with the noted
differences in resistivity and would result in lower compressive modulus and
associated strengths. Additionally, Union Carbide believes the current and future
production of isostatic ATJ graphite better matches the original press molded ATJ and
is consistent with the material tested in the ATACMS characterization.
Since the thermostructural analysis of the 'new' throat material was performed using
the material property data from the Castor characterization, there is some concern that
the material property differences for the more representative ATACMS material would
result in lower margins of safety for the throat insert. The following analysis was
conducted to assess the impact of the differences between the two variations of the
ATJ material.
SUMMARY
Evaluation of the BSM design using the ATACMS material properties and a safety
factor of 1.25 shows a margin of safety of 2.68. The BSM design significantly
exceeds the design requirements.
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DISCUSSION
To set the stage for this evaluation, it should be noted that, for the BSM operating
conditions, the throat insert response is almost exclusively compressive for the full
duration of motor firing. The short burn time of the motor prevents the full
development of a thermal gradient condition across the thickness of the throat insert,
which, in this case, eliminates the backside tension characteristic of thermal shock
loading. In fact, the bore surface of the throat insert at pressure tail-off (about 0.9
seconds) is only 3,000°F. Bulk graphite materials are prone to fracture as a result of
tensile stresses. Since the BSM environment precludes this condition, the emphasis
of this evaluation was placed on the next critical response, maximum compression on
the I.D. As was discussed in an earlier analysis (Ref.1), the hoop strain at the I.D. of
the insert is dominated by restrained thermal expansion of the graphite and is
independent of modulus. Therefore, the hoop strain is equivalent to the free thermal
expansion of the material at the associated temperature. A comparison of thermal
expansion behavior of these two materials is shown in figures 1 through 3. For both
the WG (hoop and radial) and AG (axial) thermal expansion data, the two materials
can essentially be treated as equivalent, considering the variation in the data.
Therefore, the compressive hoop strain on the I.D. of the insert will be about 0.0075
in/in.
According to the initial analysis (Ref. 2), the critical time frame for peak hoop
compressive stress is just prior to motor tail-off; about 0.9 seconds. For this
evaluation all available data for both tension and compression properties were
reviewed. The ATACMS characterization matrix was not as complete as the test
matrix associated with the Castor program, so there is not a one-to-one
correspondence of all data. A comparison of the available data is shown in Table 1.
The difference in the modulus data is most pronounced at 70"F, where the ATACMS
material modulus was about 75 percent of the Castor material. At 5,000°F, the
difference was only about 3 percent. The strength data (at 70°F) showed a similar
trend, where both the with-grain (WG) and across-grain (AG) strengths of the
ATACMS material was about 75 percent of the Castor strength.
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Ec (psi) AG
Temp, _F
COMPRESSIVE PROPERTIES
Press Molded Isostatic Isotatic
'Old' ATJ ATJ(Castor) ATJ(ATACMS)
70 0.76 1.33 1.03
4250 0.77 1.03
4500 0.64 1,34
5000 0.38 0.70 0.68
Ec(psi) WG 70 0.97 1.37 1.19
ac / _ AG
(psi / in/in)
a c / Ec WG
(psi/in/in)
ET (psi) AG
70 8600/ 13245/0.0504
5000 11500/ 8625/
7O
Temp, :F
10037/0.0368
8400/ 12935/0.034 9807/0.030
TENSILE PROPERTIES
ATJ ATJ (TS 1792) ATJ (ATACM S)
ET(pSi ) AG
aT / Cr AG
(psi / in/in)
aT / Cr WG
(psi/ in/in)
70 1.18 1.35
2000 1.28 1.44
4000 1.59 1.17
4250 1.57
4500 1.53 0.86
50O0 1.47
1.48
1.69
1.29
1.29
0.57
70 1,70 1.43 1.63
4777/0.0039
6720/0.009
7208/0.029O
2935/
2745/
4720/
5100/
4490/
4438/0.0044
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2000
4250
4500
5000
70 3355/
4245/0.0036
6535/0.0211
5801/
4326/0.0043
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To assess the effect of these differences in material properties, a one-dimensional
(plane strain) thermostructural was performed at the throat plane of the graphite insert.
Two analyses were performed; one using the Castor test data properties and the
second using a modified version of those properties reflecting the ATACMS data.
Since the basic thermostructural response of the throat insert induces strictly
compressive stresses, only those properties were considered. Using the three data
points from the ATACMS testing, at 70, 4250, and 5000°F, an estimated compressive
modulus curve was developed using a constant ratio of properties as a function of
temperature. The modulus values used in the analysis are shown in figure 1. Since
the WG and AG properties are nearly equal, the analysis was simplified by equating
these directional properties. The temperature gradient at 0.9 seconds was used to
establish a comparison with the original two-dimensional analysis.
ANALYSIS RESULTS
The results of the 1D analysis are shown in the table below.
Material Hoop Hoop
Model Stress, psi Strain, %
Castor -13430 -0.00779
ATAC M S -10880 -0.00784
Difference 1.23 0.994 (Castor / ATACMS)
As expected the difference in hoop compressive stress on the I.D. is simply the ratio
of the modulus values. As mentioned earlier, the ATACMS data, at 70"F, showed an
equivalent reduction in compressive strength as the reduction in modulus, from the
Castor data. If that trend holds for the full temperature range, the result would be no
change in margin of safety. On the other hand, examining the hoop strain response,
this analysis showed that the compressive hoop strain changed by less than 1
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percent. This supports the initial assessment that the restrained thermal expansion is
the primary source of loading at the insert I.D., and the induced strain is independent
of modulus. Unlike the strength data, the ultimate compressive strain capability of the
ATACMS material showed a fairly significant reduction from 0.0504 in/in, for the
Castor material, to 0.0368 in/in. Compared to the induced strain of about 0.0080 in/in
(from Ref. 1), the capability of the material still far exceeds the induced response with
a margin of safety of 2.68 (FS = 1.25).
This evaluation of material properties for the replacement ATJ material shows that the
BSM nozzle envirnoment is mild compared to the environments for which this grade of
bulk graphite was designed. The operating characteristics of the BSM prevent the
development of sufficient thermal loading to produce a thermal shock condition in the
throat insert. Considering the capability of the material versus the induced response,
the ample margin of safety on ultimate strain shows that any material within the range
of properties (i.e. press molded AT J, and isostatic Castor and ATACMS AT J) of these
materials is acceptable for the BSM application.
- "t f
Bruce Goldstone, Chief
Structural Analysis
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./ Nat_ona_Aeronau't_c$anc
$_ace Admi_s:ratLo_
George C. Ma_ttall Space Fligllt Center
Marshall Space Flight Center. AL 25812
-_e_ty to At_ ol SA41 (94-081jDR
Ricks/4-269{) APR 11 7994
USBI
Attn.: Mz. H. P. Blan_
P. O. Box t900, Wes[ Station
H_, A135807
Subject: Use of IsostaticaIly Molded ATJ Graphite in _he Booster Separation Motors
mS'M)
The en_ memo frum MSFCs Materials and Processing Laboratory (EH01)
documents mcLr finalassessment of the isomolded ATJ Graphite for use in the BSM's.
The memo suaes: "The isostatim_y molded ATJ graphite is acceptable for use m the BSM
and rJ_eacceptance _.scs currendy specified in the Source Control Drawing are _ent to
ensurea consistentma=n_l." Thismemo istobe included in the BSM Delta
Test l_po_
Ifyou have any _0f.stJo,_, please conlactDavid Ric_ at.544-2690.
/I/
Managex.SolidRocket Booster Project Office
Enr.Josu_
co:
EA01/N. Scbwinghamer
AP4g/M. McClure
EP12/J. Nible_
KE11/J. Sm/th
1_13/D. Russeg/D.
USBI-PM-HSV/C.Nelson/K.HflJ/T. Hopper
USBI-ENG-HSV/W. Jackson/I). Wencii
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Space ,_mnm1_n
_ c._smm FAWtCmsr
_B 31994
FROM:
SUB_CT:
KEll/James D. Smith
EH01/Paul H. 5chuerer
Final Assessment of Lsomolded ATJ' Graphite For Use In BSM Throats
Evaluatic_ of the process change for the AI"I graphite used in the throat of the Solid
Rocket Booster (SP,B) Booster ,_,paratLon Motors (BSMs) has been completed. It is
the position of the Materials & Processes Laboratory that the material produced by
the new proems will _ aceeFtably. The evaluation included _ons with
experts in the graphite nuterial field, ccmp._son of the n_terial properties of the
slurry molded ("old') versus the isostatically molded ('new _) material, and an
evaluation of the ac_.ptance _ The _din_ are _ below.
When evaluating the material proxies of the new versus the old material, the
Castor IV and ATA(_S data bases were evaluated for the new material, and the
data provided b X (_D/Union Carbide and a 1960 Air Force report were used for the
old data. The old data consisted of the Union Carbide Froduct data sheet, the rm'ults
of a Union Carbide 1987 test series, and the 1963 Air Force report. The data from this
Air Fvrce report was used in the origami nozzle analysis. Of the old data, the lowest
proper_es were in the Air Force report, making the ori_ analysis consm'vative.
The highest properties were in the 1987 test series. The _ in property values
would inci/cate improved test procedmm and optimized processing with time.
The Castor IV data was used in the analysis for the new material since it was the
most complete, and at the t_ne the only data available. Materials and Frocmsm
Laboratory personnel knew of the ATACMS data from Frevious discussions with
the ,_,my and it was made available for this evaluation. The Castor material had
the highest mechan/ml properties of al! the data but it was d/_ovm'ed that the
specific resistance was out of _eeifi=tion. The material Fropemes from the
ATACMS study were lower than those of the Castor, higher than both those of the
Air Force study and the Union Carbide product sheet, and sli_tly lower than the
Union Carbide 1987 testseriesdata. Summarizing the data comparison, the isostai_:
l:_-ocess l=roduces a material with F_perties within the same family as the shu'ry
molded materiaL. The t:er_rmance of the material should not be affected.
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Since the specific resistance for the Cast=" data was out of _on, CSD
conducted an an_ys/s using the ATACMS data and compared the results given by
both. This review showed that while the results were not as good f_" the ATACMS
as for the Castor propmies, both produced hlsher marsins tl_ the or/sinal
analysis. The high specific resistance of the Cast_ m=rial was a_ibuted to a lower
_Faphitizatimz temperature.. Based on our discuuimm with those who have an
extens/ve background with _tion of _Faphite materials, it is expected that
the hisher specific resist=ze material would also have higher me:hanical
properties, which is ca_stent w/_ the data. The Castor IV mater_ was produced
in 1987, the first year of production of the isostatic molded material. It took Union
Carbide several years to fine tune the process to consistently produce a material that
had the same basic properties as the old material This may explain why the Castor
mater/al was out of specification with amsequent higher mechani_l properties, and
also why the ATACMS data, material manufactured in 19gl-g2, is n-,m,e
representative of that which win be flown in the BSM's.
The adequacy of the acceptance tees was questioned and a cxrrrelation of the
acceptance data with the analytical data was requested. The_ tests
performed are the R_lowing: density, specifu: res/smnce, flexural strength, ultmson/c
h_spec_on, alcoholwipe, and visualinspection. Afterlengthy _ with
industry experts it is beLieved that, while add/tional tests or mod/ficafions to curnmt
tests may improve our knowledge, the current acceptance tests are adequate. The
density relates to the number of densification cycles _ mam'ial has seen. The
specific resistance relates to the maximum graphitization temperature. F1exur_
s_en81_h is a mixed mode failureand not usehtl foranalyticalptwpcsm, but when
cumpared to the large data base of results it provides an indicator of the "goodness"
of the mater/a/strengths. Ul_c inspection w/ll reveal internal defects,
than 1/8" in diameter. The v/sual inspection and alcohol wipe will find sur/ace
a-dcks or defects. The purpose of acceptance tests is not to charactm'j_ the material
but to demonstrate that each batch of mam-i,d is like the other ba_hes produced and
tested. The processing is what makes the material graphite. These acceptance tests
evaluate properties which relate the material with the proa_ and thereby prov/de a
good indicationof the consistencyof _e materialfrom batch to batch.
A correlation was attempted between the acceptance data and the analy_cal data but
there was not the _tencyfromtmt _totmt_toc_pleteit. For
example, the Castor data set had specific resistance properties for the thermal
expansion sF_imens while the ATACMS data set had specific resistance
for the _pressive test _ No individual test data was found for the old
material. Density was evaluated, but all the data was in a sma_ ertou_h band that
no cornelatim_ could be determined. A test matrix could be recommended and the
correlation developed. However, it is the position of the Matm'ials and
Lalx_ratory that such a correlation is not necessary and program funds could be more
effectiw./y used elsewhere.
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3The _ and most _t element comprising our position that the _t/ca31y
molded ATJ is acceptable is derived from a comb/nation of our _Idm's1_ng of the
_aph/te materia_ thorough eva/uation of the above/n_cmaulon, and _m_g
I_ese to _e en_t tills ma_ -,v_ _ence in the I_. The I_[ ]_m_l
for 0.9 second+ and the _ap_m _d_s a ma_mmu_ _ tempemtuze of _00_.
Graphite/s processed at _mperamzes/n excem of 4500_ and the mater/a/
does not bes_ to cau._e sigrd_ica_ internal loading until the n'mtedal reaches
3500"F. Thermal stress is typical/)" a major issue w/th 8raphite, but in
appl/_tion the ATJ has/nsuHiciem time to develop enough _ stress to create
concern. Due to these facton the AT_ gmphite's capabiliti_, whether the
isosmtical/y molded or the stun7 molded, are never ser/o_y dud/enged.
The purposes of th/s memoraz_um have been to documemt the £md_gs of this
rev/ew and to dea_ly _te the reasons _or the _ and Procemes Laborawry
position. The isosmtically molded AT_ graph/te is acceptable for use in the BSM and
the acceptancetesta cun'entJ,y specked _ the SommeControl i_-asviz_ are m_de_
to ensure a consistent mater_al. Should there be any further questions please contact
TI_ Lawrence, 4-2660.
Paul H. Schuerer
_r
Materials & Processing I_borato_
C_
I_3/D. Ricks
EH3I/C. Mclntnsh
EH34/P,. CLmton/T. Lawrence
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NOMENCLATURE
WAIVERS/DEVIATIONS - AFT MOTORS - LOt AAY
PART NUMBER SERIAL NO NCR VMRR DAR
Motor Assy, Final
MOtor Case, Loaded
Case/Aft Closure
Case/Aft Closure
Adapter, Igniter
Nozzle Assembly
Nozzle Assembly
Nozzle Assembly
Closure, Aft
Anti-Oxidant
HX-752
Nozzle Assembly
B12000-14-01 1000734
B12002-02-01 10705
B12018-02-01 10705
B12018-02-01 10705
B12016-02-02 5568
B12003-10-01 10705
B12003-10-01 10705
B12003-10-01 10705
B12018-14-01 10705
SE0724 Lot 20
All Motors
SE0754 Lot 50
All Motors
B12003-1C_01 10705
D12181
D10909
B13616(superseded by B19943)
B19943
D05044
Dl1910
Dl1923 006184
D12186
D10070
D08388
D08262
D14417
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VMRR 006184
Item: 1, Qty: I
Use-as-is for qualification testing. The requirement for performing adhesive
bonding operation inside a bonding room is intended to insure that no
contamination degrades the mechanical bond. The peel test samples, which
were co-processed in the same area as the closure insulators, yielded
acceptable bond strength values well above the 2.5 pli minimum requirement.(,_31_
These test samples provide confidence that the insulator to closure vulcanized
bond has adequate strength.
Item: 2, Qty: 1
Use-as-is for qualification testing. The 12 hour vacuum hold period is a process
control requirement to insure that entrapped air between the closure and the
insulator is removed. Entrapped air could potentially cause an unbond in the
interface. The post-vulcanization inspection of the bondlinc (ultrasonic and
tap test) verified that there are no unbonds between the insulator and closure.
Therefore there is no hardware discrepancy.
Item: 3, Qty: I
Use-as-is for qualification testing. The requirement for non-silicone tapes is
intended to preclude silicone contamination of the adhesive bond. The tape
used was applied to the threads of the closure which is not part of the bond
area. Adequate bonding was achieved as shown by the closure/insulator edge
bond inspection. The use of the silicone tape will provide for qualification of a
more worse case condition that what will exist in flight motors.
Item: 4, Qty: 1
Rework to print by removing the raised area and re-inspecting via ultrasonic
inspection and tap test. Use Non-Conformance Rework/Repair Planning for
NCR D11923 _mt"___he4)_ \
USBI Engineering USBi Qualil_
DCMC_Q-E. 2. 7/4u a. 7"_
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RESPONSE TO USBI CAR 659
V _ (l.,'t.._ o (,,-, _'4.
CAUSE;
The documented discrepancy is a first time occurrence. Insulated closures P/N B12003-
09-01, S/N W0442 (FWD), Release Number MFGA 96732, and P/N B12003-10-01, S/N
10705, (AFT), Release Number MFGA 96733, were being processed per Material
Acceptance Traveler (MAT) operation 0030 to bond rubber insulator to metal closure per
SE 2073 as part of the Delta Qualification Program. Peel 180 ° panel was processed in
the same environment as the two closures. Paragraph 3.3.1.2 requires surface
preparation, priming, adhesive applications, mating of parts and the temporary storage
activities to be completed in a "designated" bonding room. The BSM designated
bonding room was not utilized as required for the two referenced closure assembly
bonding activities prior to vacuum hold and autoclave cure.
The masking tape employed as part of bonding activities contained no identification that
allowed verification of a "Silicone-Free" material, violating paragraph 3.2.2 of specification
SE 2073. The masking tape used in the two Delta qualification units was the same as
used for the demonstration units and is CSD #80031. No part number identification was
on the roll of tape. Verification of the support material is obtained via part master
description. No certification of the silicone content of the tape was available at the time
of operational use. Verification that the tape is "Silicone-Free" has been obtained (see
attached) from the manufacturer.
The requirement to perform specific tasks within the designated bond room and
verification of "Silicone-Free" masking tape was overlooked by the CSD engineer and
operators (Quality inspection is not required by the approved planning to witness the
operation in question) present at the time the operation was proceeding. The inspector
does have mandatories within the planning package, however was performing other
duties in a separate location on site while the bonding operation was being performed.
PI 07.2.048.0 calls out the bond room requirement (see attached) under Item 10 of the
prerequisites. Demonstration units were bonded in the same general area as the two
Delta qualification units. The operation occurred on a Sunday while very little other
activity was underway within the station.
CORRECTIVE ACTION:
Nonconformance reports, Dl1923 and Dl1927, were written to document the
discrepancies described above and allow for Material Review Board (MRB) disposition.
The following actions are being taken to correct the errors and prevent re-occurrence.
1) Process Instruction (PI) 07.2.048.0 has been revised per Planning Change Sheet
(PCS) No. 040487 (see attached) to identify by CSD part number on the support
materials list and within the body of the instruction at the masking operations the
"Silicone-Free" tape that was used for the two Delta qualification units and will be
for all future production parts. A second "Silicon-Free" masking tape has been
called out as a back-up.
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2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7}
8)
RESPONSE TO USBI CAR 659
(Continued)
Data Acceptance Record (DAR) items have been added per PCS No. 040487 to
require stamped venfication that the designated bond room and masking tape(s)
have been used to process the hardware.
Identification tags with CSD Part Number, Lot Number, and Quality Inspection
Stamp will be required on the appropriate rolls of masking tape.
Manufacturer's Certificate of Conformance have been added to the Receiving
Inspection Packages (RIP) to document the masking tape used for the two Delta
qualification units and future production units is "Silicone.Free".
A storage area within the BSM adhesive bonding room to store the selected
masking tapes has been established.
Part master descriptions for CSD part numbers have been updated to require a
certification of "Silicone-Free" material for any future orders.
A training session to detail the BSM insulated closure bonding process, with
emphasis on the bond room and tape requirements, has been completed (see
attached attendance sheet). Operators will complete a formal training session
prior to performing bonding operations.
Review of the igniter and loaded motor assembly and paperwork shall be
conducted pdor to commencing bonding operations to ensure compliance to
design requirements. The review shall be completed by CSD Quality,
Manufacturing, and Design representatives. PCS's shall be issued per CSD
Standard Procedure 50.23.12, to incorporate any required document changes.
619
CAUSE:
The ridge in the aft closure insulation of the Delta Quali£ication
nozzle assemblies was caused by an excessive amount of bleeder
cloth which was placed in the vacuum bag over the insulator forming
donut (ref. SK-FMP081993-1). AS can be seen in the sketch, the
excessive bleeder cloth was unable to properly pull down into the
corner which left a space. This space subsequently filled with
rubber under the heat and pressure of the autoclave cure which
formed a ridge in the insulation.
CORRECTIVE ACTION:
The corrective action will be to control the amount of bleeder
cloth installed in the vacuum bag. Only two layers of nylon
release cloth will be used over the forming donut. This method of
bagging is similar to that used on the demonstration units. The
demonstration units were completely accessible to NDT inspection in
the area where the ridge formed on the Delta Qualification units.
This corrective action will be confirmed by the fabrication of one
additional demonstration unit. The nozzle aGaembly production
planning for lot ABA will than be revised to control the amount of
bleeder cloth installed and a pictorial depiction of the proper
bagging technique will be added. Training sessions will be
conducted and documented to insure operators who perform insulation
vulcanization processes are knowledgeable regarding planning and
process requirements. The nozzle assembly drawings will be revised
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WAIVERS/DEVIATIONS - FORWARD MOTORS - LOt AAY
NOMENCLATURE PART NUMBER SERIAL NO NCR VMRR DAR
Motor Case, Loaded
Case/Aft Closure
Case/Aft Closure
Adapter, Igniter
Nozzle Assembly
Nozzle Assembly
Closure, Aft
Anti-Oxidant
HX-752
Nozzle Assembly
B12002-02-01 1000738 D10909
B12018-02-01 10511 B13616 (superseded by B19943)
B12018-02-01 10511 B19943
B12016-02-02 5569 D05044
B12003-09-01 W0442 Dl1927 006185
B12003-09-01 W0442 D11959 006186
B 12018-14-01 W0442 D10275
SE0724 Lot 20 D08388
All MotOrs
SE0754 Lot 50 D08262
All Motors
B12003-09-01 W0442 D14416
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VMRR 006185 E
Item: 1, Qty: 1
Use-as-is for qualification testing. The requirement for performing adhesive
bonding operation inside a bonding room is intended to insure that no
contamination degrades the mechanical bond. The peel test samples, which
were co-processed in the same area as the closure insulators, yielded
acceptable bond strength values well above the 25 pli minimum requirement.(h-Tl_t4ot&t, r
These test samples provide confidence that the insulator to closure vulcanized
bond has adequate strength.
Item: 2, Qty: 1
Use-as-is for qualification testing. The 12 hour vacuum hold period is a process
control requirement to insure that entrapped air between the closure and the
insulator is removed. Entrapped air could potentially cause an unbond in the
interface. The post-vulcanization inspection of the bondline (ultrasonic and
tap test) verified that there are no unbonds between the insulator and closure.
Therefore there is no hardware discrepancy.
Item: 3, Qty: 1
Use-as-is for qualification testing, The requirement for non-silicone tapes is
intended to preclude silicone contamination of the adhesive bond. The tape
used was applied to the threads of the closure which is not part of the bond
area. Adequate bonding was achieved as shown by the closure/insulator edge
bond inspection. The use of the silicone tape will provide for qualification of a
more worse case condition that what will exist in flight motors.
Item: 4, Qty: 1
Rework to print by removing the raised area and re-inspecting via ultrasonic
inspection and tap test. Use Non-Conformance Rework/Repair Planning for
NCR D11923 (nl,t.tneh,ed_.
v)/../£
USBl Engineering " USBl Qualit/y
tx:MdQZ. :aT
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RESPONSE TO USBI, CAR 659
CAUSE:
The documented discrepancy is a first time occurrence. Insulated closures P/N B12003-
09-01, S/N W0442 (FWD), Release Number MFGA 96732, and P/N B12003.10-01, S/N
10705, (AFT), Release Number MFGA 96733, were being processed per Material
Acceptance Traveler (MAT) operation 0030 to bond rubber insulator to metal closure per
SE 2073 as part of the Delta Qualification Program. Peel 180 ° panel was processed in
the same environment as the two closures. Paragraph 3.3,1.2 requires surface
preparation, priming, adhesive applications, mating of parts and the temporary storage
activities to be completed in a "designated" bonding room. The BSM designated
bonding room was not utilized as required for the two referenced closure assembly
bonding activities prior to vacuum hold and autoclave cure.
The masking tape employed as part of bonding activities contained no identification that
allowed verification of a "Silicone-Free" material, violating paragraph 3.2.2 of specification
SE 2073. The masking tape used in the two Delta qualification units was the same as
used for the demonstration units and is CSD #80031. No part number identification was
on the roll of tape. Verification of the support material is obtained via part master
description. No certification of the silicone content of the tape was available at the time
of operational use. Verification that the tape is "Silicone-Free" has been obtained (see
attached) from the manufacturer.
The requirement to perform specific tasks within the designated bond room and
verification of "Silicone-Free" masking tape was overlooked by the CSD engineer and
operators (Quality inspection is not required by the approved planning to witness the
operation in question) present at the time the operation was proceeding. The inspector
does have mandatories within the planning package, however was performing other
duties in a separate location on site while the bonding operation was being performed.
Pi 07.2.048.0 calls out the bond room requirement (see attached) under Item 10 of the
prerequisites. Demonstration units were bonded in the same general area as the two
Delta qualification units. The operation occurred on a Sunday while very little other
activity was underway within the station.
CORRECTIVE ACTION:
Nonconformance reports. Dl1923 and Dl1927, were written to document the
discrepancies described above and allow for Material Review Board (MRB) disposition.
The following actions are being taken to correct the errors and prevent re-occurrence.
1) Process Instruction (PI) 07.2.048.0 has been revised per Planning Change Sheet
(PCS) No. 040487 (see attached) to identify by CSD part number on the support
materials list and within the body of the instruction at the masking operations the
"Silicone-Free" tape that was usecl for the two Delta qualification units and will be
for all future production parts. A second "Silicon-Free" masking tape has been
called out as a back-up.
672
PAGE 2
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
RESPONSE TO USBI CAR 659
(Continued)
Data Acceptance Record (DAR) items have been added per PCS No. 040487 to
require stamped verification that the designated bond room and masking tape(s)
have been used to process the hardware.
Identification tags with CSD Part Number, Lot Number, and Quality Inspection
Stamp will be required on the appropriate rolls of masking tape.
Manufacturer's Certificate of Conformance have been added to the Receiving
Inspection Packages (RIP) to document the masking tape used for the two Delta
qualification units and future production units is "Silicone-Free".
A storage area within the 8SM adhesive bonding room to store the selected
masking tapes has been established.
Part master descriptions for CSD part numbers have been updated to require a
certification of "Silicone-Free" material for any future orders.
A training session to detail the BSM insulated closure bonding process, with
emphasis on the bond room and tape requirements, has been completed (see
attached attendance sheet). Operators will complete a formal training session
prior to performing bonding operations.
Review of the igniter and loaded motor assembly and paperwork shall be
conducted prior to commencing bonding operations to ensure compliance to
design requirements. The review shall be completed by CSD Quality,
Manufacturing, and Design representatives. PCS's shall be issued per CSD
Standard Procedure 50.23.12, to incorporate any required document changes.
673
CAUSE:
. _ --J
The ridge An the aft closure insulation of the Delta Qualification
nozzle assemblies was caused by an excessive amount of bleeder
cloth which was placed in the vacuum bag over the insulator forming
donut (ref. $K-FMP081993-1). AS can be seen in the sketch, the
excessive bleeder cloth was unable to properly pull down into the
corner which left a space. This space subsequently filled with
rubber under the heat and pressure of the autoclave cure which
formed a ridge in the insulation.
CORRECTIVE ACTION:
The corrective action will be to control the amount of bleeder
cloth installed An the vacuum bag. Only two layers of nylon
release cloth will be used over the forming donut. This method of
bagging is similar to that used on the demonstration units. The
demonstration units were completely accessible to NDT inspection in
the area where the ridge formed on the Delta Qualification units.
This corrective action will be confirmed by the fabrication of one
additional demons_ratlon unit. The nozzle assembly productian
planning for lot ABA will then be revised to control the amount of
bleeder clonh insUalled and a pictorial depiction of the proper
bagging technique will be added. Training sessions will be
conducted and documented to insure operators who perform insulatlan
vulcanization processes are knowledgeable regarding planning and
process requirements. The nozzle assembly drawings will be revised
674
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tO specify the allowed post-vulcanlzatlon con%our of the Insulator.
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VMRR 006186
Item: 1, Qty: 1
Repair for use in qualification testing. Use the procedure described in
item 1 of NCR Dl1959 to cut out discrepant area and replace with
RTV 102. Repair of radial offsets of the insulator relative to the
closure outer diameter using the RTV 102 is a qualified procedure
which is allowed by the nozzle assembly drawing. Cutting out the
discrepant area is necessary to maximize the adhesive bond of the
RTV 102 material to the insulator and closure materials.
Item: 2, Qty: 1
Use-as-is for qualification testing. The .005 inch thinner section of
insulator exists for only one inch of the circumference of the closure
(approx. 36 inches) and is insignificant compared to the remaining
thickness of the insulator (approximately .190 inches). Only 0.040 to
0.050 inches of insulator is removed during the BSM function due to
erosion/ablation leaving approximately 0.140 inches of insulator. The
remaining thickness of insulator at the discrepant area will be
sufficient to protect the closure and insure that motor performance is
not affected.
USBI Engineering USBI Q_('_'lity _/'
DCMCQ.E. _7 r4t_t,, _ ,_
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1. o SUMMARY
This test report describes the testing accomplished using a
real time X-ray imaging system to verify a pressure at which the
aft primary o-ring in the Booster Separation Motor (BSM) seats.
The O-ring was considered seated when it moved to the aft wall of
the O-ring gland. In addition to the real time X-ray tests,
twenty-seven tests were performed to identify chamber leak rates
when various O-rings were missing.
2.0 TEST SET-UP
To perform the tests, a real time X-ray lab (Schonberg
Radiation in Santa Clara) was used. The test set-up consisted of
a BSM motor case, aft closure, nozzle throat plug, forward
closure, used TBI's, and chamber pressure port plug (Figure I).
All test hardware met applicable drawing tolerances. The
tabulated results of a dimensional check of the test hardware is
shown in Appendix I.A gaseous nitrogen bottle was used with the
necessary plumbing (Figure i) to pressurize the chamber. The X-
ray imaging equipment is shown in Figure 2, in the test set-up
configuration. All O-rings used in these tests were inspected
and accepted per MiI-STD-413C.
3.0 TEST PROCEDURE
3.1 Chamber Leak Rates
Prior to the real time X-ray tests, twenty-seven tests (test
group A) were performed to reveal motor chamber leak rates when
711
'_SL-7._,-5596-87-05
Vent
Hand Valves
Igniter Closure B12011-02-01
Initiator, CDF !0308-0003-801
Plug, Transducer Port
B13348-01-01
Case __
B12001-02-0
[ S/N K-368
f-
Vent _Regulator Plug, Nozzie_
& C12022-01-01
Gauges
Gaseous
Nitrogen
Bottle
Aft Closure
B12006-02-01
S/N W-469
Pressurization
/
USE:
Figure i. BSM Test Equipment and Test Set-Up.
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varylng combinations cf O-rings were NOT instaiie_ in the motor.
In each test, the motor case was assembled per W.I. B07.1,O01
with <he selected O-rings missing as listed in the Test Plan
Matrix, Table I. The motor chamber was then pressurized to 25,
50, and 90 psig (see Table i), and held for one minute. The motor
chamber was vented following the completion of the nine tests in
each test group. If there was a pressure drop between runs, the
chamber pressure was boosted back to the chosen pressure. If
there was no pressure drop between runs, the final pressure was
logged at the end of the one minute test, and the clock was
started for the next run. Initial and final pressures were
logged to an individual test data sheet following each run.
3.2 O-Ring Seating Tests
The remaining tests (test groups B through E) conformed to
the assembly procedures listed in paragraph 3.1. Various O-rings
for each test group were missing or cut in the motor assembly as
listed in Table i, Test Plan Matrix.
Test group B through E followed a similar procedure to that
used for test group A. To move the primary aft O-ring to its
forward most position in the O-ring gland, the pressurization tap
in the motor case was pressurized to 90 psig and held for 30
seconds, then vented. The X-ray imaging equipment was then
activated with the primary O-ring in its most forward position.
The valve to the pressurization tap was then closed prior to
motor chamber pressurization through a tapped hole in the forward
skirt. An X-ray image of the motor assembly with the primary aft
4
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<5-ring in its forward position (view i) was frozen on zhe monitor
screen. For the three tests in group B, the motor chamber
pressure was slowly increased from 0 psig until the primary aft
O-ring began its movement which began at 15 psig. The primary
aft O-ring reached its seated position once the pressure reached
30 psig. To verify the O-ring seated at 30 psig the pressure was
increased to 90 psig with no additional movement seen. Following
each run of the twenty-seven tests in groups B through E, the
chamber was vented and the aft primary O-ring was moved back to
its forward position. This test was repeated three times to
assure conclusive results. The remaining test groups (C through
E), used a pressure with a 1.3 margin over the 30 psig as a
seating pressure. The initial pressure of 40 psig, and final
pressures were recorded to verify if any leakage occurred due to
missing or cut O-rings.
4.0 TEST RESULTS
Test group A yielded results that showed the assembled BSM
motor only leak path at low pressure (90 psig max) is through
the forward closure and/or TBI ports (test group A-I-25,50,90).
Previous testing has shown the TBIs, when installed without O-
rings, and properly torqued, do not leak at pressures in excess
of 1990 psig GN2. (Reference document, CSD-TR-2700-01-86).
Therefore, all leakage was past the forward closure, case
interface. The worst case pressure drop was from 89.8 to 85.2
psig over a one minute time span. Test group A-2-25,50,90
verified there is leakage past the plug in the transducer port.
6
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The leakage was very small (i psig over one minute was the
worst), but it was consistent. Test group A-3-25,50,90, proved
there is no leakage through the aft end when the aft closure is
installed with no O-rings. Two tests showed a pressure drop, for
that configuration, of 90.0 to 89.2 psig, and 50.0 to 49.7 psig,
over a one minute time span. Both of these tests were the first
of a series of three and the pressure drop was due to a cool down
of the chamber after a rapid pressurization. This conclusion can
be drawn because the next two tests in each group did not
require a large volume of gas from the N2 source to boost it back
to the selected pressure (50 and 90 psig), and did not show a
pressure drop. Table 2 is the Test Result Matrix for test group
A.
Test groups B, C, and E verified the aft primary O-ring
seats itself at or before 40 psig even when other primary and
secondary O-rings through out the motor are missing. This was
confirmed by twenty-one tests in which the actual movement of the
aft primary O-ring was video taped from the real time X-ray
image. In each run there was a slight pressure drop. Again this
drop was due to a cool down of the motor chamber. Table 3, is the
Test Result Matrix for test groups B through E.
An attempt was made to view the forward primary O-ring seat
in test group C-2, but the installation of the forward closure
pushes the forward primary O-ring to its seated position. The
chamber pressure was raised to 90 psig with the real time X-ray
activated, video recording, and the forward primary O-ring did
7
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TEST RUN Pc Inltlal Pc Final 7_ Pc
NUMBER NUMBER TIME (PSIG) (PSIG) (PSIG)
A-I-25 l i mln 25.0 24.4 0.6
2 I mln 25.0 24.4 0.6
3 " 25.0 24.4 0.6
A-l-50 l " 50.0 48.0 2.0
2 " 49.5 47.7 1.8
3 " 50.0 48.0 2.0
A-I-90 i " 89.9 85.2 4.7
2 " 90.0 86.0 4.0
3 " 90.0 85.7 3.3
A-2-25 1 " 25.0 24.0 1.0
2 " 25.0 25.0 -
3 " 25.0 25.0 -
A-2-50 i " 50.0 49.9 0. I
2 " 50.0 50.0 -
3 " 50.0 50.0 -
A-2-90 1 " 90.0 89.4 0.6
2 " 90.0 89.9 0.1
3 " 90.0 89.9 0. I
A-3-25 I " 25.0 25.0 -
2 " 25.0 25.0 -
3 " 25.0 25.0 -
A-3-50 I 1 m.ln 50.0 49.7 0.3
2 " 50.0 50.0
3 " 50.0 50.0 -
A-3-90 1 " 90.0 89.2 0.8
2 " 90.0 90.0 -
3 " 90.0 90.0 -
Table 2. Test Result Matrix, Test Group A.
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TEST RUN
NUMBER NUMBER
Pc INITIAL Pc FINAL /_Pc
(PSIG) (PSIG) (PSIG)
B-I 1
2
3
C-I I
2
3
C-2 1
2
3
C-3 i
2
3
D-I i
2
3
D-2 I
2
3
D-3 I
2
3
E-I I
2
3
E-2 I
2
3
N/A N/A --
N/A N/A --
N/A N/A -
40.5 40.0 0.5
40.3 40.0 0.3
40.0 40.O -
40.0 40.0 -
40.0 39.9 011
40.0 40.0 -
40.0 39.5 0.5
40.0 40.0 -
40.0 39.5 0.5
40.0 40.0 -
40.0 40.0 -
40.0 40.0 -
40.0 39.5 0.5
40.0 39.5 0.5
40.0 39.5 0.5
40.0 39.5 O.5
40.0 39.5 0.5
40.0 39.9 0.I
40.0 39.5 0.5
40.0 39.5 0.5
40.0 39.5 0.5
40.0 39.5 0.5
40.0 39.5 0.5
40.0 39.5 0.5
ILEAL TIME SEATING O-RING
RECORDING PRESSURE VIEWED
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
30.0 aft prim
30.0 "
30.0 "
40.0 "
f! 11
t! f!
" ign prim
tl
11
" aft prim
I! t!
I! q!
" aft sec
P!
I!
" aft prim
tt t!
tt tt
tt tt
tt It
t! tt
tt tt
tt It
tt It
I! t!
t! I!
Table 3. Test Result Matrix , Test Groups B Through E.
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not move. An attempt was also made to view the aft secondary O-
ring seat when the aft primary was missing in test group D-l, but
the closure at that region was too dense to pick up any movement.
5.0 CONCLUSION
Test group A-I-25,50,90 verified the worst case leak path of
the BSM motor is through the forward closure when the forward
closure is installed with no O-rings. Test group A-2-25,50,90
verified there is slight leakage past the plug in the transducer
port when it is installed with no O-rings. Test group A-3-
25,50,90 proved there is NO leakage past the aft closure when it
is installed with no O-rings. The buttress threads and the high
assembly torque (600 ft.-lb.) of the aft closure seal the motor
cavity.
Test groups B, C, and E proved the aft primary O-ring seats
at or before 40 psig. The aft primary O-ring seating pressure is
unaffected by other missing primary or secondary O-rings. Test
group E (cut primary, no secondary) confirmed a cut aft primary
O-ring seats at or before 40 psig, and no leakage is detectable
during a one minute test. In addition the BSM motor does not leak
when the mating primary or secondary O-ring of the pair is
missing. This applies to every pair of O-rings in the BSM motor.
I0
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INSPECTION RESULTS OF BSM MOTOR CASE DWG. # B12001-02-01
SERIAL # K368
Dimension Per
DWG. B12001-02-01
11.970 / 11.966
Dimension of
Case # K368
0Q- 11.966 90 ° = 11.967
45 °- 11.970 135 °- 11.964
Average = 11.967
Location
Secondary
o-rlng sealing
surface.
11.570 / 11.568 0 °- 11.568 90 °- 11.568
45 a- 11.571 135 °- 11.565
Average - 11.568
Primary O-ring
sealing surface
11.8124 / 11.8000 0 °= 11.8032 90 °- 11.8012
45 °" 11.8052 135 °- 11.8002
Average - 11.8002
Pitch Diameter
of threads.
INSPECTION RESULTS OF BSM MOTOR CLOSURE DWG # B12006-Ox-Ol
SERIAL # W469
Dimension per
DWG. B12006-Ox-Ol
11.536 / 11.530
11.536 / 11.564
II.234 / 11.232
.281 / .286
Dimension of
Closure # W469
0 °- 11.531 90 °= 11.532
45 °= 11.531 135 °= 11.531
Average- 11.531
0 °= 11.564 90"- 11.564
45 °= 11.564 135 °= 11.565
Average= 11.565
0 °= 11.235 90 °= 11.232
45 °= 11.232 135 °= 11.233
Average= 11.234
0 °= .282 90 °= .282
45 °. .282 135 °= .282
Average = .282
Location
Fwd. lip of
closure.
Sealing surface
Just aft of prim
o-ring gland.
Primary O-ring
gland I.D.
Primary O-ring
gland width.
Appendix i. Dimensional Check of Case & Closure Test Results.
ii
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Dimension per
DWG. B12006-Ox-Ol
ii.627 / 11.625
.281 / .286
,J_ 11.7917 / 11.7793
11.9117 / 11.9027
Dimension of
Closure # W469
0°-ii.624 90°-ii.626
45*-Ii.625 135*-II.625
Average- 11.625
@ 180 ° 0.283 MAX
0 °- 11.7872 90°-11.7882
45 °- 11.7872 135°-11.7872
Average- 11.7875
0 °- 11.905 900-II.906
45 °- 11.906 135 °- 11.906
Average- 11.906
Location
Secondary
O-rlng Gland
I.D.
Secondary O-ring
gland width.
Pitch diameter
of threads.
Major diameter
of threads
Appendix I. Cont.
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INTERNAL CORRESPONDENCE
UNITED TECHNOLOGIES
CHEMICAL SYSTEMS
To: Brian Hammond
Fm: F.M. Payne
Cc: B. Atkinson, L. Murphy, M. Delaney, C. Skrocki, C. Daniels,
J. Tracy, T.V. O'Hara
Subj: Interim Test Report for Qualification of Vulcanization
Process for BSM Aft Closure Insulator Bonding
Ref: Test Plan for Qualification of Vulcanization Process for
BSM Aft Closure Insulator Bonding (Section 5.2), CSD DTP-
5597-001 dated 12 April 93, Revision NC
Dt: 6/21/93
No: FMP-01-93E
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this memo is to provide an interim report for
the testing completed to date in accordance with the "Test Plan
for Qualification of Vulcanization Process for BSM Aft Closure
Insulator Bonding", CSD DTP-5597-001. As of June ii, 1993 the
following activities had been accomplished:
i) Fabrication and Testing of Baseline (EA 913NA/L-3),
Adhesive Candidate and Confi_mation Panels (Chemlok 805 &
855 only)
2) Fabrication of Aging Panels
3) Fabrication and Testing of Demonstration Aft Closure
Assemblies and co-processed panels
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
The results of the Baseline tests are shown in table I.
Note that the Baseline peel interfaces exhibit areas where
contact was not achieved during bonding. It is impossible to
obtain uniform pressure at all locations using a mechanical i.e.,
clamping method. The same conditions (lack of contact or
"unbonds") exist in the aft closure insulator bond using the
current method for the same reason. The was no evidence of lack
of contact in the vulcanization bonded panels.
The Adhesive Candidate (Chemlok 805 & 855 only) test results
are shown in table II and depicted graphically in figure I.
Confirmation Panel results are shown in table III. The Chemlok
205/220 testing was deleted. This system was carried as a back-
up for risk-reduction. The satisfactory results obtained with
the water-based, Chemlok 805/855 system made this additional
723
testing unnecessary. All test results meet the success criterion
of a peel strength of greater than 25 pounds per linear inch(PLI). In addition, the failure modes for the Chemlok 805 & 855
panels are almost entirely cohesive in the rubber. Out of the
115 vulcanization bond samples, which includes the co-processed
panel results, only four did not exhibit 100% cohesive failure.
The lowest percentage of cohesive failure of these four was 80%.
This shows that the vulcanization bond strength exceeds the
rubber strength. Based on the Adhesive Candidate and
Confirmation results, the process limits were selected in
accordance with the test plan. The selected limits are as
follows:
Process factor Low Limit Hiah Limit
Cure Time 1 hour 4 hours
Relative Humidity none 85%
Dry Times (primer
& adhesive)
20 minutes *
Dry Temperature 60 deg F 85 deg F
Cure Pressure 160 psig 200 psig
*- High Limit to be determined during Demonstration Phase (panel
still in process)
Using these process limits and the Chemlok 805/855 system, the
six demonstration aft closure assemblies were fabricated in
accordance with the test plan.
The post fabrication examination results from the six
demonstration closures were also very positive. The insulation
surface formed by the rubber forming ring and vacuum bag bleeder
cloth was still smooth enough to be easily ultrasonically
inspected. No unbonds were found in any of the six units using
tap testing and ultrasonic inspection. On units 3, 5 & 6, there
were several areas which were not inspectable at the throat
entrance due to the surface profile of the insulator. The areas
are displayed in figures 2 and 3. These units had been reclaimed
from static test hardware and the ablated contour of the throat
entrance caused the uneven rubber surface. Units 2 & 4 also
exhibited a rubber surface profile which was not inspectable. It
occurred at BDC at the transition between the forward tip of the
throat entrance and the bowl of the closure (see figures 4 and
5). This was the result of cut-outs in the rubber forming ring
which is inserted under the vacuum bag and used to contour the
insulator during autoclave cure. Eliminating the cut-outs
eliminated the condition. Rubber forming rings with cut-outs
will no longer be used.
724
There were minor edge separations noted during the edge bond
inspection but they met the existing drawing criterion of .125
inch maximum depth. The co-processed peel panel test results are
shown in Table IV. Again all test results exceeded 25 PLI. An
additional peel panel was co-processed up to the point of
adhesive application with units 3 & 4. This panel is to be used
for dry time upper limit demonstration and has not yet completed
testing due to its extended processing cycle time. Based on the
acceptable ultrasonic, tap, edge inspection and peel results, a
destructive evaluation of the closure bond was not conducted.
The dimensional inspection of the outside lip met all
drawing requirements on units 1 & 3-6 with the exception that all
units would require some trimming of the insulation outer
diameter to be flush to the outside diameter of the closure. On
unit 2, there were four locations which would require filling
with RTV 102 to meet drawing requirements. These four locations
were found to coincide with the four sprue holes in the insulator
mold. Better control of the mold fill and restriction of the
rubber flow from the sprue holes eliminated the condition on
subsequent units (units 3, 4, 5 & 6).
CONCLUSIONS
Based on the successful fabrication and testing of the
Baseline, Adhesive Candidate, Confirmation and co-processed
panels and fabrication and evaluation of demonstration aft
closure assemblies, CSD is ready to develop design and processing
documents and to fabricate the Delta Qualification aft closure
assemblies. _/_,/_- __)
F. M. Payne _
Design Engineer
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TABLE I
BASELINE
PEEL VALUES (PLI)
@ 75 DEG F
PANEL #
i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ii iS
  iiiiiiiiiii i!i!i!ii! iiii i iliiiiii!i iiiiiiii iiiii  
i..-i]-_-i])iii .ii_))< i
3iiiiiiiiii!ii!!iii_!iiiiiiiiiiiiii_
iiii_ii_!i!ii_!iii!ililii!!_ii_i!f_iii!iiii_:i:l:l:[.iii:i::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Siiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiii i 
MEAN VALUE
1 2
105 90
97
95
92
92
96.2
9O
86
81
87
86.8
@ 130 DEG F
PANEL #
i i!',!iiiiiiiiiiiii!,!iiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiii iii I
l_i_iiiiii_i_iii::iiiii::i_i_iiiiiiiii_::i!iii_iiiiii_
i2(J)iiliiiii_1212211ili12211211112211211:
 i!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
MEAN VALUE
1 2
85 72
85 71
73 72
82 70
78 81
80.6 73.2
PERCENT COHESIVE FAILURE *
@ 75 DEG F
PANEL #
i_ii!iiiiiii_i_iiiiiii!i!iii!!iiiiiiiiiiiiiii!!ii!ii_!_ii!i_!
i iiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiii!ii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iii!i!iiiii ii   iiiiii 
3iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_i_iiiiiii!ii!i_i_
__-=_" ''= ii,_,: -,,H ill
siiiiiiiiiii!ii iiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiii iii!ii !? , ,
100 100
100 100
100 100
100 100
100 100
MEAN VALUE 100 1O0
* - APPLIES TO CONTACT AREA, BASELINE PANELS EXHIBITED
AREA OF LACK OF CONTACT IN PERCENT IS AS FOLLOWS:
@ 75 DEG F
PANEL #
ii_iiii;iiiiiii!i!iiiiiii!iiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;i!iiiiil
_2iiiiiiii_!iiiii!.iiiiiiiiii!iiiiiii_i
 ii!iiii iiiii;i ii iiiiiiii! iiiiiiii ! i
 iiiiiii!ii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iil;iiiiiiiiiiii i    
i_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iii!iiiill
MEAN VALUE
1 2
0 5
5 0
10 10
5 20
2 20
4.4 11
@ 130 DEG F
!PANEL #
i_ilii#:iiiiii::iiiiiiiiiiii::i!iii::liii::i::ii::
':_ii]ii iii iii iii iiii iii i i iilili iii iiiii?:!'!'???:!': !!':2":':?:?:':':'I'H'H'H'?)))?:': i
i)??i:?::)??)])??i']:?ii)))?:'):' (
i. i!_!_!ii_i _!_:!:i."!:ii_."_:!_:i!i!_! i !!
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MEAN VALUE
1 2
100 100
100 100
100 100
100 100
1O0 1O0
100 100
LACK OF CONTACT AT PEEL INTERFACES,
@ 130 DEG F
PANEL #
•   ii   !iiiiiiii '
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:i ==================================
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MEAN VALUE
1 2
20 10
25 20
40 40
10 10
0 15
19 19
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TABLE III
CONFIRMATION TESTS
PEEL VALUES (PLI)
@ 75 DEG F
PANEL # 1
!21iiii!i!!i!i!iiiiiii!!iiiiiiiiii!_i!ii,!_
MEAN VALUE
2
104 84
100 94
108 98
96 98
97 93
101 93.4
@ 130 DEG F
PANEL #
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
:.::-_-i-i-:,:,:..:-i:. . -:.:-:,i-_-_-:-:.:-:..i_.:._-:.:,:.:..._.
_iiiii!iiii!i!iiii=iiiiii!i_!iiii!i!!ii!iiiiiiiiiiiii'_i_i
::":i'_$_:i:i:i;i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:_i:i:i'_:i::.:i:'_i$i;i$i:i-¢i:_
 ii;i 4iii,iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil
MEAN VALUE
1 2
86 83
88 78
83 78
88 95
86 88
86.2 84.4
PERCENT COHESIVE FAILURE
@ 75 DEG F
: PANEL #
i tii:_il;!!;ii_ifla li: iii!'_iiiiii!ii:!_iiiiii !ii_
iii!i!!ii':i'.!:}!:
_ _,ii:,iiiiiiiiiii :_i_::__ii!iiiii_
5iii!iiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiii)iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii; )
2
iO0 IO0
IO0 IO0
IO0 IO0
IO0 IO0
IO0 IO0
MEAN VALUE 100 100
@ 130 DEG F
PANEL #
!;_._iiii_ii_iiii!iiii!i_i!ii_= i i! iiii ,i
MEAN VALUE
1 2
IO0 IO0
IO0 IO0
IO0 IO0
IO0 IO0
IO0 100
IO0 IO0
730
TABLE IV
CO-PROCESSED PANEL TESTS
PEEL VALUE (PLI)
UNIT #
iiii!  i!!iiii!!!iii!i !i:iii ;ii!i!i!! ii  
(iiiii!iii! ii i!iiiiii;;ii!?i;i iii;i::i;i::ii!i;;iiiiii  i';! ;;
i!ii!iiii !iiiiii;i!!iii  iiii  iii i
MEAN VALUE
4 5
88 94
90 100
90 97
89 96
90 104
89.4
6"
125
83
94
93
78
98.2 94.6
PERCENT COHESIVE FAILURE
UNIT #
!iii_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiii_iiiii!
4
IO0
5
100
6
100
100 100 100
100 100 100
100 100100
100 100 100
MEAN VALUE 100 100 100 .]
* - PANEL NOT FABRICATED PROPERLY;
PEEL STRIP WAS OF INSUFFICIENT LENGTH
RESULTING IN SOME ANOMALOUSLY HIGH
VALUES DUE TO TENSION FAILURE OF RUBBER.
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